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THE BG NEWS

Youngstown
site of rally
for Dukakis

Arena is
prepared
for UB40
by Angle BUndlna
staff reporter
As the nets from last night's
volleyball game came down, the
set tor tonight's UB40 concert
went up.
Although the band was not
scheduled to arrive in Bowling
Green until 9 a.m. today, University Activities Organization
members last night began preparing the stage and floor of Anderson Arena for the show.
According to Joe Matessa.
Bjrforming arts director of
AO, members will continue
preparations until the start of
the show. He said they have no
idea how much stage equipment
to expect.
"When INXS was here last
year they brought three semitrucks of equipment. UB40 is
bringing four," Matessa said.
Tonight's stop is a continuation of a tour promoting the
GBup's new album, "UB40."
st night, the group performed
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Matessa said UAO is satisfied
with ticket sales so far, although
1,400 tickets remain available.
He said an estimated 2,600
tickets have been sold for the
reggae band's performance.
"We went out on a limb and
brought a different style to the
campus.
A lot of University students
aren't willing to go out on a
□ See UB40, page 4.
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Pinwheel Picasso

Morris Neer, sophomore visual communications technology major, paints color wheels for his Art 102
class. Dennis Wojtkiewicz. the Instructor of the class, said he has the students paint the intensity charts to
teach them about color value.

YOUNGSTOWN (AP) - Democratic presidential candidate
Michael Dukakis on Tuesday
tried to energize the traditionally Democratic blue-collar vote
in northeast Ohio as he started
his last seven days on the campaign trail.
"You are the people who built
the country," Dukakis told hundreds of cheering supporters at
a town hall-style meeting in a
union hall.
"You are the people who pay
the taxes and fight the wars, he
said.
The crowd of about 500 filled
the hall, decorated with American flags and red, white and
blue Dukakis-Bentsen placards.
Supporters lined an adjacent
parking lot, where several hundred more people listened to the
comments on a public address
system.
The event was linked by satellite to political gatherings at
schools in Newark, Del., and
College Park, Md., and a senior
citizens center in Charlotte, N.C.
Dukakis answered questions
from people at all four sites
for just over an hour.
Dukakis mentioned Vice
President George Bush's attempt to label the Democratic
nominee. "You know the label
I'm interested in: 'Made In
America.' That's the label I'm

interested in," Dukakis said.
The questions from the
Youngstown audience largely
focused on economic issues and
gave Dukakis a chance to restate his positions on job training,
work safety, the federal deficit
and the trade deficit.
"I want to begin exporting
American products, not American jobs," Dukakis said.
He said the Mahoning Valley,
which has lost 10,000 steel jobs in
recent years, could be helped
with a program of job training,
economic development and
SDvernment grants similar to
le effort that revived aging mill
towns and cities in Massachusetts.
The program has reduced the
jobless rate in Lowell, Mass., to
3 percent, said Dukakis.
Dukakis stood in his shirt-sleeves before a 12-foot American
flag.
'T love you folks," said Dukakis, who repeatedly invoked the
names of Ohio Democrats who
had joined him for the event, Including U.S. Sen. Howard Metzenbaum and U.S. Reps. Louis
Stokes of Cleveland and James
A. Traficant Jr. of Youngstown.
"What a fantastic morning,"
Metzenbaum said, warming up
the crowd before Dukakis' arrival. "We've got a winning ticket
going, and we're going to win."

Vacancies draining police budget
by Tim Bush
staff reporter
Vacancies on the University police force has decreased the division's budget and forced officers to
work overtime to cover shifts, according to a patrol supervisor.
„
, ,
Lt. David Weekley, University police patrol supervisor, said the force is lacking one patrol officer, one sergeant and a crime prevention officer.
"It's been a drain financially on the division.
We're paying overtime just to cover shifts," Week-

employs 16 officers, including 14 patrolmen, Weekley, and the crime prevention officer, Weekly said.
Weekley said when there are no vacancies, the
14 patrol officers are scheduled on a four-man day
shift and two five-man night shifts, with a minimum of two men per shift.
Currently, all three shifts have four men, according to Weekley.
Weekley said when officers call in sick, take personal days, vacation time or attend service
schools, the effect of the vacancies is more acute.
Although he could not provide figures, Weekley
At full capacity, the University police division said he believed it would be cheaper and more ef-

ley said.
William Bess, public safety director, agreed the
vacancies are costing the University money due to
overtime pay, but denied the vacancies were detrimental to campus law enforcement and safety.
"We are satisfied with the staffing levels we
have at this time but we'd like to get the position
filled as quickly as possible," Bess said.' We are
covering it adequately... with overtime."
Bess said he is responsible for determining the
staffing of the University police on the basis of

Citizens doubtful
Energy Dept, not trusted
CINCINNATI (AP) - Neighbors of the U.S. Department of
Energy's Fernald uranium processing plant say they have
learned not to trust the government's public statements about
the operation.
"If they would come to us
tomorrow and say the plant is
safe, I would not believe it,"
Lisa Crawford said of the
Energy Department.
Crawford lives with her family a mile from the Feed Materials Production Center, about 18
miles northwest of Cincinnati in
Fernald. She is spokeswoman
for the Fernald Residents for
Environmental Safety and
Health, a group formed by
neighbors of the plant concerned
about how it may have affected
their health.
"Our government is saying
they contaminated our citizens
in the name of national defense," said Maggie Merritt.
who lives within a naif mile of
the plant.
The plant, established in 1951,
processes and machines uranium metal ingots for the

government's production elsewhere of nuclear weapons.
The Energy Department has
admitted past problems at the
plant, but says it is committed to
a program to make the plant
safe and environmentally compatible.
Neighbors of the plant have a
pending $300 million, classaction lawsuit in U.S. District
Court alleging that the plant's
former operator. National Lead
Co. of Ohio, operated the plant in
disregard of environmental
laws, polluted the surrounding
air ana water, lowered property
values and created a public
health menace. Lawyers say the
lawsuit could go to trial next
summer.
The state of Ohio alleges, in a
separate U.S. District Court
lawsuit, that the plant polluted
air ana water at its 1,050-acre
site.
The Energy Department admitted three years ago that
thousands of pounds of radioactive uranium oxide dust had escaped into the atmosphere from
the plant during its more than
three decades of operation.

Wednesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today's weather will be
partly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of
precipitation and a
high In the mld-40s.
Tonight will be clearing with a low in the
mid- to upper-20i.
Wednesday's weather forcasl call* for
mostly sunny skies and a high near 56.

fective to hire additional officers than to continue
paying overtime to the understaffed force.
"We're spending operating dollars just to cover
the overtime payroll, 'he said.
Weekley said he believes the shortage is affecting the service provided to the University. He said
when a shift is operating with only two officers,
bank escort assignments and city police back-up
calls pull officers away from patrolling the campus.
. ..
This problem, Bess said, occurs even when the
division is fully-manned.
D See Police, page 4.

Gillmor, Murray
discuss tactics
from staff and wire reports
The last debate before the election between Ohio Senate
President Paul Gillmor and Thomas Murray developed into a
discussion of campaign methods, including negative campaigning.
Gillmor (R-Port Clinton) criticized Murray for running a
negative campaign, saying, "too many campaigns are negative and are based on tearing down the opponent.
.....
"In this campaign, we have tried to be positive and I wish I
could say the same about my opponent's campaign. But, regarding his advertising, I cannot,' he said.
Gillmor said he resented Murray's latest commercial which
says the Senate president opposed Ohio's Hazardous Waste
Prior Notification Law, a bill designed to alert local governments of toxic chemical transportation.
Gillmor said he supported the legislation and he has an excellent voting record on environmental issues.
Murray later agreed that, at times, both campaigns have
been harsh. He said he would have liked to have scheduled
more joint appearances with Gillmor to discuss the issues.
"We didnH have enough chances to do this," Murray said
near the end of the debate. "As a result, we've had to campaign
by press release and TV ads. I'd rather do it like this. It s a
more healthy way to do it."
The candidates appeared to agree on most of the issues presented to them during the Exchange Club's one-hour questionand-answer session. Issues debated included abortion, agricultural subsidies, the federal budget and line-item veto.
Gillmor, 49, the highest ranking Republican in the state, and
Murray, 51, a Sandusky lawyer, are seeking the Fifth District
seat being vacated by Rep. Delbert Latta, who is retiring after
30 years.

BG News Susan Schulz
Paul Gillmor. fifth district congressional candidate, spoke last night
to a crowd of about 20 students In the Math Science Building.

News in Brief
Mrs. Marcos held in NY
in lieu of $5 million bail
NEW YORK (AP) — Wearing a regal gown,
former Philippine first lady Imelda Marcos was
fingerprintea, photographed and ordered to remain here until she can come up with |5 million
ball to face a racketeering trial.
"I'm not going to let The lady go back to the
Hawaiian Islands until I'm certain Die bail is set,"
U.S. District Judge John F. Keenan said after Mrs.
Marcos pleaded innocent at an arraignment Monday.
Mrs. Marcos, who lives in exile in Honolulu with

her husband, former Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos, brushed away tears.
Keenan ordered her to return to court Thursday
with her attorneys if the lawyers have not worked
out a bail agreement with prosecutors by then.
Mrs. Marcos, 59, was then fingerprinted and had
her mug shot taken by federal marshals before being released temporarily without bail. Keenan instructed her not to leave the New York area.
She blew a kiss to a crowd outside the federal
courthouse before departing for her midtown
Manhattan hotel.
The Marcoaes were Indicted Oct. 21 on charges
they plundered the Philippine treasury of $103 million, spirited the money out of their country and

into foreign bank accounts, and used it to buy]
prime Manhattan real estate and art.
Mrs. Marcos' arrival at the courthouse for her I
arraignment was dramatic. A seven-car caravan, (
including two stretch limousines, pulled up to the |
courthouse.
The waiting crowd was momentarily stunned I
when the former first lady stepped out of her limo.
She wore a bright aquamarine, chiffon gown with
traditional Filipino butterfly sleeves and pearl
earrings. Mrs. Marcos, who gained notoriety for
the thousands of pairs of shoes found in the presidential palace after her husband's ouster In February 1986, wore simple black, high-heeled pui:.ps.!
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University should hire
officers immediately
A shortage of parking spaces may be annoying,
but it is something we can live with. A shortage of campus police officers, we cannot.
At full strength, the campus police should have 14
officers patrolling the campus, yet only 12 are doing
the job. And, at tunes when officers are sick or on
vacation, as few as two officers may be on patrol.
The officers needed to bring the force up to capacity should be hired as soon as possible and a
shortage situation should at all costs be avoided in
the future.
Campus police officers are responsible not only
for protecting the students' safety, they also provide bank escorts, serve as back-up officers to the
city police and transport students to the Wood
County Hospital for emergency treatment when the
Student Health Center is closed.
With all these duties taking them off-campus, it
would seem possible that a short-staffed shift could
leave the campus with little or no protection.
The patrol supervisor has already said the shortage is costing the University money. He said the
cost of paying overtime to cover the patrols is
greater than that of hiring the two officers needed
to bring the force back to full strength.
But, more important than money is the question
of how effective the division can be in its understaffed state.
When a crime such as the recent sexual assault of
a student near Rodgers Quadrangle does occur,
pulling an officer off his beat to investigate the case
puts an even greater strain on the force.
In cases of break-ins of cars in on-campus lots,
the division simply does not have the manpower to
perform the necessary surveillance of the lots.
Although it would be unrealistic to say that a fully-staffea police division would keep the campus
crime-free, it could decrease the number of incidents occurring.
But students must also take their share of the
blame. In many cases, criminal acts could have
been avoided if students just locked their doors.
And, because of the officer shortage, students
need to take extra precautions.
The good news, however, is that the much-needed
officers should be hired by the first of the year.
But the bad news is, until then, students are not
receiving the protection they deserve. If even one
crime is committed that campus police could have
prevented with a full staff, then the first of the year
will be too late.
The situation may be unavoidable, however, as it
may take that long to fill the vacancies.
And, although state and University hiring regulations may make it difficult for campus safety and
security to keep the police division at full force, a
way must be found to prevent this weakness from
returning.
We urge the University to make this issue a priority and take whatever steps are necessary to keep
thepolice division at full strength at all times.
The safety of this campus cannot be compromised.
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Merriment days last a short time
"Stressed Out Columnist
Burns Notes, Books and Papers
While Howling Loudly Outside
West Hall."
The headline haunts my
dreams — when I actually sleep.
With tests, papers and hundreds
of pages of reading looming
ahead in the near future, the
common malady — exhaustion
— seems to be bringing out the
monster in all of us, especially
me.
To my relief, I discovered I'm
not the only one who feels the
brink of insanity drawing ever
nearer. After almost four years
at the University, you would
think I would remember that
good old feeling of cabin fever
mat pervades the attitudes of
many students toward both
classes and life in general during this point of the school year.
Instead, it seems to take me by
surprise every year. Like a terminal disease, it gets worse
each time.
Now, I look back fondly at my
freshman year. Then, it was
merely a case of homesickness
that seemed to bring on a mild
bout of frustration. Classes were
still easy, the nights were made

for Michelob. College far exceeded my expectations of the
good life at thai point.
It seemed like an hour or two
of homework was all it took before the party time began.
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays were all fair game. Occasionally, the good times rolled
from Wednesday to Sunday.
What happened to those carefree days?
Warning to underclassmen:
enjoy it while it lasts because
your days and nights of merriment are numbered.
Slowly, but surely, it happens.
Like it or not, the responsibilities that go along with higher
education invariably raise their
ugly heads, unwilling to be ignored any longer.
By the time responsibility sets
in, you have a lot of time and
money invested in iust having
fun. It seems that obtaining
some education is compulsory.
After all, you have to justify all
those good times to the people
paying for them. Like it or not,
Sou're forced to grow up. Beeve me, it's happening to the

expert on clinging to childhood.
How it happens isn't really as
important as why it happens.
My theory is that the administration has a game plan. First,
they entice you to Bowling
Green with its reputation of being a great party school. Second,
they let the students have
enough time to get hooked on the
fun and games. Finally, just as
the students become secure in
their complacency, they get hit and I mean hit hard. Textbooks
seem to fall from the sky like
raindrops until students are
drenched in a storm of academia.
Suddenly, the fight for your
right to party becomes a survival battle. Armed only with
skills ranging from drinking
games to pick-up lines, one reenters the classroom battlefield
to learn that the rules have
changed. That three-hour rule is
suddenly in effect. For every
hour of class, you really do put
in those three hours of homework.
Next, the internship dilemma
starts: 100 volunteer hours for a

single credit hour. The threeday weekend is quickly relegated to old yearbooks as students gain that all-important job
experience.
Because this change takes so
many students by surprise, they
screw up when they really hit
the big leagues. The four-year
plan becomes the four-and-ahalf year plan or the five-year
plan or the five-and-a-half year
plan. The University makes
more money and they're happy.
Students remain secure in their
Kuedo-adult status and they're
ppy. They stay until the hair
begins to gray, in some cases
even later, while the University
grows fat on the profits. If the
trend continues, students may
even begin to collect Social Security. Either that or end up
making headlines and wearing
straight jackets.
Drake, managing editor of
Miscellany magazine, hopes
that everyone that enjoys Miscellaneous (and everyone who
doesn't) picks up a copy of the
magazine Monday morning.

LETTERS
Students praised
for social concern
On Sept. 12, 1988, Hurricane
Gilbert roared through the Caribbean and did tremendous
damage. In Jamaica alone, over
15 percent of the population was
forced to seek alternative shelter. That's a lot of homeless
people, especially
for a nation
with a "troubled1' economy. But
Jamaicans will survive.
Since Columbus came, Jamaicans have had no adversity
and have survived. Still, they
need our help. Every offering,
regardless of amount, helps. On
Oct. 22, local students donated
$180 and contributed food items
at the Third Annual HarambeeOneness Party with reggae music by Chicago's Roots nock Society. This event sponsored by
the Caribbean Association with
assistance from ECAP, BSU,
TWGA, LSU, BBCA, PSO, WSA,
APA, WFW and the ethnic studies department was a large success. The Caribbean Association
Jamaica Relief Aid total was increased and people in need who
are touched by the spirit of the
Jericho Presbyterian Church
will receive food knowing that
we students in Bowling Green

BLOOM COUNTY
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possess something that makes
some of us a little bit special.
Since the relief effort continues, donations by checks can be
made payable to the Caribbean
Association Jamaica Relief
Fund and food can be delivered
to the United Christian Fellowship on the corner of Ridge and
Thurstin streets.
Feel free to contact Rev. Bill
Thompson (352-7534), Disraeli
Hutton (354-2725), Errol Lam
(372-7903) or Katana Hall
(352-9414).
Ricardo Hall Frazer
Caribbean Association

proach to this topic.
We were in agreement with
the overall content and Christian perspective of his presentation. However, we were disappointed, along with many in
the audience, that more wasn't
said about actual occult phenomenon and Bill's involvement
with it.
We will make every effort to
insure misunderstandings of
this type do not appear in the future. We thank everyone who
helped on this program and people who attended.
Todd Pastor
Campus Crusade for Christ

Apology given tor
occult program
Observation ot a
As many of your readers
unique' jogger
know, on Sunday Oct. 30, Campus Crusade for Christ sponsored a program on the occult,
in Harshman cafeteria.

We are aware that many people felt the program was
different than what they had anticipated. We are very sorry
anyone felt deceived. It was certainly not our intent nor the intent of our guest speaker, Mr.
Bill Guy. Bill, in fact, wrote us a
letter apologizing for any misunderstanding caused by his ap-

When you are observing a
group of people, there are always certain individuals who
stand out and are noticed immediately. The reason they stand
out is because they are unique
and are good or bad at what they
are doing. Recently, I observed
a group of joggers at the Student
Recreation Center and it proved
to be interesting.
When I saw what looked like a
small person rounding the cor-

by Berkc Breathed

ner in the distance, I thought it
was just a typical jogger. As he
moved closer, I realized he was
a serious jogger. I could see this
by his physical appearance and
by the look he had in his eyes. He
was very unique compared to
the other joggers.
Feeling the ground vibrate
underneath me, I watched the
jogger run past me. He was
wearing white tennis shoes and I
could hear his feet hitting the
ground. Almost immediately, I
noticed his legs were very muscular. Although they were thick,
every muscle was clearly depicted. The strides he took were
long and his blue shorts swayed
in the air. The other joggers
looked as if they were barely
moving. He looked like a hare
and the other joggers looked like
tortoises.
Stuck to his chest was a white
tank top that was thoroughly
soaked. His wet arms pumped
back and forth along the sides of
his chest and he oreathed in
rhythm with his steps. There
was a trace of pink in his face,
which had not seen a razor in
days.
I was captured by his shining
blue eyes as I looked into them.
His eyes had a different look in
them compared to the other joggers. I saw frustration, pain and
agony in all of the Joggers eyes
whereas, in his eyes, I saw
determination and concentration. Upon finishing, he sat down
on the ground and stretched out
for five minutes. After he completed this task, he stood up and
walked away.
This was the last I saw of the
logger, but I will never forget
how he stood out in the group. I
will always have a vivid picture
of him in my mind because he
was unique and was good at
what he was doing.
Christine Stecura
MacDonald East 437
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CAMPAIGN '88

U.S. Senate race called 'dirtiest'
Incumbent counters mudslinging,
focuses on his past effectiveness
talking about high visibility,
people-oriented issues," Butlin

by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

Sen. Howard Metzenbaum has
said he believes the 1988 U.S.
Senate race in Ohio against
Cleveland Mayor George Voinovich is the "dirtiest" campaign
he has ever been involved in, according to Dale Butlin, Metzenbaum's press secretary.
"He has said many times this
is, far and away, the dirtiest
campaign and he's been involved in others besides his
own," Butlin said.
Metzenbaum, the Democratic
incumbent, was campaigning
during the final week before the
election and was unable to be
reached for comment.
Butlin said Metzenbaum's
sti ategy in countering the mudslinginfis "to tell the truth."
"Although we're ahead in the
polls, we're not taking this campaign for granted," he said.
Butlin said the senator is focusing his campaign around
three themes: his effectiveness
in the Senate, his role in standing up to special interest groups
and his investment in Ohio.
"Sen. Metzenbaum has authored more legislation passed
than any other senator during
the past two years — and we're

For example, Metzenbaum
worked for the passage of a law
requiring plants to give 60-day
notification to employees before
closing, he said.
Butlin said Metzenbaum is
noted for standing up to special
interest groups, saving taxpayers $28 billion in the past six
years.
The third theme of the campaign concerns Metzenbaum's
clout in the Senate. As a senior
senator, he is next in line to be
chair of either the Judiciary or
Labor committees, Butlin said.
"Voinovich would be a freshman in the senate, which means
he will start at the bottom," Butlin said.
Butlin said because the Senate
was in session until last week,
Metzenbaum was unable to do
extensive campaign appearances throughout the state until
now.
He also said that, according to
campaign financial reports,
Voinovich had raised more
money than any other Senate
candidate in the nation.
"The special interest groups
are just pouring money into his
campaign," he said.
Some of the key issues in the

campaign involve the economy,
education and the fight against
drugs, Butlin said.
"The senator's first concern is
to reduce the deficit and the
threat to our economic future
and jobs," he said. "He also
feels that we're falling behind in
the world as far as our educational system and we should
give all children the ability to afford a good education." Although these issues have been
discussed by both camps, Butlin
said there are differences in action.
"I would encourage voters to
watch what the candidates do,
as well as listen to what they
say. For instance, Metzenbaum
has opposed all of the cuts in
higher education Reagan has
made as president.
In the early 1970s, when Voinovich was in the state legislature, he voted for more than $1
billion in cuts to education," he
said.
Metzenbaum, 72, won his first
election to the Ohio House of
Representatives in 1942. He also
served in the Ohio Senate before
retiring from politics to practice
law.

Voinovich aide defends tactics,
says strategy is to meet people
by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

thoughout the region during the
campaign.
During an Oct. 21 speech at
the University of Toledo before a
talk by presidential candidate
George Bush, Voinovich said
Ohio is lagging in the national
growth of America.

Although polls have shown
Cleveland Mayor George Voinovich trailing Sen. Howard Metzenbaum in the race for the U.S.
Senate, a Voinovich press aide
"We need someone hustling
said the mayor is "within strikfor Ohio," he said.
ing distance."
Voinovich said he also wants
Our opponent is outspending
us for TVcommercials in Toledo an America which is strong miliby three to one, but the election tarily, economically and spiritwill be a test of whether a sena- ually.
tor can buy an election," said
Voinovich attacked MetzenKurt Steigerwald, assistant
baum's liberal views, saying at
press secretary to Voinovich.
least presidential candidate Mi"We're within striking dis- chael Dukakis is debating and
tance and the final vote will be a bringing his views into the open.
test of whether our stategy of
meeting the people directly
"Metzenbaum hasn't got the
works, he said.
guts to debate," Voinovich said
to the applause of the RepubliVoinovich, the Republican can audience.
candidate, was campaigning
Steigerwald said Voinovich
during the final week before the thinks the most important issue
election and could not be rea- in the campaign is education.
ched for comment.
While at the University, VoinThe Voinovich campaign has ovich said, "As a nation, we
been one of "traditional, strong have gotten a little lazy (with
grassroots campaining," ac- education). Education is as important as our national defense.
cording to Steigerwald.
Voinovich visited the Univer- We must put a plan together so
sity in September and he and his that your future is guaranteed,"
wife have made other stops he said.

In his position papers, Voinovich has said his goals include
making education more financially accessible, accountable
and drug-free.
He has proposed creating taxexempt Education Savings
Bonds, reducing the default rate
on loan programs, easing
paperwork requirements and
expanding grant programs.
Another important issue to
Voinovich is reducing the federal deficit, according to
Steigerwald.
"The federal deficit has been
building and Metzenbaum is one
of the Di^ spenders. We have
tough choices to make and Voinovich has a proven record as a
deficit killer/' Steigerwald said.
When Voinovich became
Cleveland mayor in 1979, he
faced a $111 million debt, which
has now been wiped clean,
Steigerwald said.
Voinovich, 52, has had more
than 20 years experience in both
local and state politics. He served as assistant attorney general of Ohio, has been a state
legislator, the Cuyahoga County
auditor and county commissioner and was lieutenant governor in 1978.

She's Earned Our Support !
Paid for by Crowley for Prosecutor Campaign, Tom Vogtsberger,
Treas., 133 N. Prospect Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior portraits being shot now!
Varden Studios is here through Nov.18,
but schedule now to ensure your appointment.
Sittings are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. dally;

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
For only $5 you get In the book and the choice ot some really great prints!
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Vote clarifies policy
Faculty elects to revise academic honesty
by Amy Burkett

wire editor
Faculty Senate overwhelmingly passed a revised academic
honesty policy after it was at
first tabled at an October meeting.
Ann-Marie Lancaster, vice
chair of Faculty Senate, who
headed the committee which revised the old academic honesty
policy, said "the new policy is
not meant to change the existing
policy but rather to clarify it"

BG News/John Grieshop

Point Taken

Kinko's employee Tony Vetter. senior public relations major from Hicksville, points out some flaws in Jeff
Purser's resume. Purser, junior recreation management major from Youngstown, wanted his resume reviewed before he leaves for a job fair in Las Vegas this weekend.

Police
D Continued from page 1.
"We wouldn't want to leave the campus uncovered (by patrols) at
any time," he said. "But there are always times when all officers
are occupied, even when we are operating at optimum staffing
levels."
According to Weekley, the openings limit the force's effectiveness to pursue specifics duties, such as patrolling parking ots.
"There just isn'fthe manpower to conduct special surveulance,
such as parking lots, for instance," Weekley said. "If a really big
case caml up and we had to pull one officer off of a shift to investigate, we would have to pay even more overtime to our other
officers to maintain our two-man minimum.

Large 1 - Item Pizza

for

$4.25
only at

In House Only

Mark's
Pizza Pub

Expires 11/30/88

Ron Lancaster, associate
professor of computer science,
did not want the policy to be included in the Academic Charter,
where the older version has been
placed in the past.
Lancaster said by leaving the
Klicy out of the charter, if will
easier for Faculty Senate to
make necessary amendments.
He said making amendments to

To aid minority students in selecting a career suited for them, three University
centers are sponsoring the "Minority Career
Search Experience"on Nov. 14.
John Queener, a career counselor at the
Counseling and Career Development Center,
said 17 organizations will be sponsoring the
one-day program in Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
..
"(The program) is geared toward the de-

Although the program is free, students
must register at the Office of Minority Programs and Activities to participate, he said.
During the program, Chris Bardwell, executive director of the Minority Women's
Center for Self-Development and Career
Advancement, will discuss the preparation
and the management of a successful career,
Queener said.
In addition to a presentation by Bardwell,
the program will also provide a panel of representatives from business, education.

UB40
D Continued from page 1.
limb," Matessa said. "INXS
wasn't happening when they
came, but within a month after

the show, they were the hottest
group in the country."
Matessa declined to discuss
the amount of money needed to
bring the band to campus.

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. • Fri.

Novembers ■ 5. 1968
College of Mufkol Arts
i Nf IT MUSK
School o« Art
illlli All
lowllng Green Slot* University
Festival
Bowling Green. OH 43403-0290
Featured SHormBiKM end Special Evanti:
Tha Jubol Trio
Thursday. November 3 ot 8pm, Kobockar Hall. Admission Charged.
Spatial Guast Composar Gaorge Crumb In concert
Frldoy, Novambar 4 at 9pm, Kobockar Hall.
Tha Rainfall Pro|act"
A colloboratlve vantura batwaan ortlst Slaphan Pavnick and
composar Yahuda Yannoy School of An Gallery
Join us for o waakand of ponal discussions, laclurai ond
concerts highlighting tha works of JO guast composers. WiMtMtf
For further information: 419/373-8171 (tickels)
419/372-8908 (schedule)

60% OFF
30%0FF

•

JCPenney
Woodland Mall
Bowling Green

Karl Schurr, professor of biological sciences and member of
the ad hoc committee, explained
the difficulty of the process.
"All units should not march to

velopment of needs of minority students,"
Queener said.

by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

40% OFF

After an hour of debate, the
revised version was accepted by
59 supporting votes, two opposing and one abstention.
Although the policy was approved, no decision was made on
where the policy will be printed.
Other business during the
meeting included the rejection
of a faculty workload resolution.
The issue of faculty workload
was addressed in a 1984 report
by the ad hoc committee, but no
actions have been taken to date
about the committees findings.

the same drum and improving
the workload of faculty members should be the long-range
goal of the committee and that is
not an easy task," Schurr said.
"There are many considerations
made in different departments."
According to Schurr, the proposed resolution is "nothing
more than a note asking for sensitivity to the issue."
Elliott Blinn, professor of
chemistry, said the resolution is
an insult to the committee and a
waste of the committee's hard
work and time to have a lengthy
report reduced to a one-page
resolution.
Concerns were also addressed
about the proposed $600,000 information booth, but tabled any
action until Christopher Dalton,
vice president of planning ana
budgeting, could explain the financial aspects involved in the
funding of the project to the
Senate.

BG helps minorities find careers

immediate
Housing Openings

25% OFF

the charter involves a lengthy
process, creating difficulties
when amendments are needed.
However, some senators said
by not including the policy, it
would be difficult to locate the
policy when needed.

health and human services, and government
professions.
There will also be a representative discussing graduate opportunities for minority
students, he said.
The Career Development Center and the
Center for Academic Placement will hold a
short presentation prior to a banquet for the
the program's participants and speakers.
Queener said the banquet will give participants a chance to ask questions they did
not during the panel.
"It gives them (minority students) a
chance to talk to professionals on an informal level," he said.

Among the requests UAO
must fulfill for band members is
to provide a Chinese dinner and
Wrigley's chewing gum, he said.
Members of UB40 also included
a no-camera or recording devices policy in the contract.
Matessa said a security company will be checking everyone
at the door to make sure the policy is followed. No food or
beverages will be allowed in the
arena, he said.

Attention

The doors will open tonight at
7 p.m. UB40's opening act. The
Screaming Tribesman, is
scheduled to take the stage at 8
pjn.
Tickets for the show will be available at the Union information desk today from 11 a.m. to 4
601. and at the Anderson Arena
ix office beginning at 6:30 p.m.
The cost is $12 for University
students with a valid I.D. and
(IS for the general public.

Spain Summer ol
1988 Reunion
AYA

Where: 228 Cloygh (Kim's)
When: Fri. Nov. 4 (9:30)
Why:
Beber Cerveva

IONIWI
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WOODLAND MALL

WEDNESDAY THRU TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 THRU 8
SHOP WEEKDAYS 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. SUNDAY 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Here are Just a few examples of the super savings you'll find storewlde!

SAVE 250/o AND MORE ON GREAT PRE-HOUDAY FASHIONS FOR JUNIORS

2939-5339

$18

Union Bay related separates
Orlg. MO to '72. Fashion corduroys,
patterned sweaters, woven and knit
tops and'more for sizes 5 to 13 and
S-M-L.

SAVE 25% ON
YOUNG MEN'S
AMERICAN CLASSIC
LEVI'S

41.25-*60
entire stock Levl's
whitewashed Jackets
Reg. »55 to »80. Unlined 100%
cotton denim or sherpa or
buffalo plaid lined denim.
S-M-L-XL.

33.99-66.99

24&9

fun fleece active wear

Esprit Sport separates

famous maker novelty sweaters

Reg. «24. Striped button front tops or
solid pants in olive, black or earth with
cream. S-M-L.

Orig. *46 to »90. Sweaters, shirts and
pants in muted tones and dusty pastels
of blue, cream and more. Sizes 5 to 13
and S-M-L.

Reg. »34. Jordache, Objects D'Art, more
styles in brights, pastels. S-M-L.
Special group novelty jeans, reg. *34 to
*50, SALE 25.50 to 37.50. Sizes 3 to 13.

SAVE 30% OH
FAMOUS MAKER
PANTS AMD
JEANS

23^0-25.20
entire stock
from Nlkoata
Reg. »34 to »36. 100%
cotton prints in black, khaki
and gray. Sizes 29 to 36.

2039-29.40
entire stock
Sasson Jeans
Reg. 29.99 to M2. Relaxed
fit pure cotton whitewashed
indigo denim. Some with
leather trim. Sizes 29 to 36.

*27-s30
100<H> cotton Levl's
306 Jeans
Reg. «36 to MO. Whitewashed
denim with snug seat, full thigh,
straight legs and zip fly. Indigo
or black, sizes 29 to 36.

SAVE 1/2 ON
SPECIAL GROUP
OF NEW
FALL SHIRTS

1XS0
Orlg. *27. All cotton and
cotton blend long sleeve
woven shirts from Jazzman
and Chauvin. Plaids, stripes
and patterns. S-M-L-XL.
Tha Eldar-Beerman
Charge Advantage
■ Sp^cll aaoataa aranta
■ Shaaaata and buaaallna

ma aHo traleama:

■ Mo annual fa*
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Spikers trounce Windsor
Falcons take Lancers in three
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

The Windsor volleyball team
was introduced to the American
style of play in rude fashion
Wednesday night in Anderson
Arena.
Plantz
Under the guidance of senior Ellett
co-captians Kelley Ellett and
Van
De
Walle
said.
"We were
Jane Plantz, who were playing
their last home match, the Fal- ready to play. No matter who we
cons finished off the Lancers were going to play, we knew
15-3, 15-5, 1« in less than an we'd play well."
It didn't take long for UW to
hour.
, , .
"It was kind of sad playing our fall under the wrath of that hunlast home match," Ellett said. ger.
"But tonight we decided to go
The Lancers, now 1-1 on the
out there and have fun. Playing
teams like this is fun and builds season, Just couldn't seem to get
things together, even with adeconfidence."
This past week, however, quate performances by sophopreparation for the match was more Jill Bahri and freshman
Lisa Thyssen.
not all fun and games.
Bahri, a 5-foot-10 middle hitIn lieu of this week, BG head
coach Denise Van De Walle pre- ter, posted four kills and one erpared her team for any type of ror fii ten attempts for a hitting
competition and looked to this percentage of .300 in addition to
match, which was the Falcons' two digs and two block assists.
Thyssen, a 6-foot outside hitfirst match since last Tuesday,
as one destined to be victorious ter, added four kills with one error
in eight attempts for a .375
for the Falcons.
hitting percentage. She also
"We've been off for a week,

Poglioi's
W PIZZA

945 S. Main
352-7571
EXPIRES NOV. 30

TWO MEDIUM
THICK CRUST PIZZAS
WITH 1 ITEM
AND TWO COKE
FILLED MUGS

$11.95 (15.10 value)

COUPON • COUPON • COUPON

added one service ace for the
Lancers.
But the match belonged to the
Falcons.
Freshman Tammy Schiller, a
5-foot-10 middle and outside hitter, posted five kills and no errors in seven attempts for a hitting percentage of .714. She added two service aces and five digs
for the Falcons.
Lisa Mika, a 6-foot freshman
outside hitter added eight kills
and no errors in 14 attempts for
a percentage of .571. She added
six service aces and five digs in
her effort.
Junior Sheri Fella, whose hitting percentage was not far behind Schiller's and Mika's at
.400, posted four kills and no errors ui ten attempts. She added
three digs for BG.
But in their last home match
of their college careers, it was
Plantz and Ellett who showed
their muster.
Plantz, a 5-foot-10 outside hitter, put down seven kills with
three errors in thirteen attempts
for a percentage of .308. She
added one service ace, led the
team in digs with eight and added one block solo.
Another block solo was added
by Ellett, a 5-foot-10 middle hitter. Ellett, who had the most attack attempts for the Falcons
(18), posted four kills and two
errors, four service aces, five
digs, and two block assists.
But Plantz and Ellett's performances are not the only qualities Van De Walle is impressed
with.
"They have good qualities as
people whether they play volleyball or not," she said.

BG News/Paul Vemon
Bowling Green's Lisa Mika prepares for a possible block against the University of Windsor. The Falcons
defeated the Lancers in three straight sets Tuesday night in Anderson Arena.
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More people have survived cancer than
now live in Los Angeles.

The definitive movie on John Lennon

TAKE THE
SH0BT WALK
TO DOWNTOWN
AND ENJOY A MOVIE

Resume Special
One page typeset resume
30 copies on resume bond paper
plus
your resume saved on a disk
Everday low price $26.95

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for
EDITOR

IMAGINE
^

NIGHTLV AT 7:15 & 9:30 PM

THE BG NEWS

HOWARD'S club H

for spring semester 1989

NO COVER

210 N. MAIN

Applications Available At: 214 West Hall
Deadline: 5 p.m., November 22

We also typeset your
Credential Forms

.

kinko's
the copy center

Nike Katon

113 BK Railroad St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 354-3977

Wednesday thru Saturday
November 2-4

Southside
LAUNDROMAT
=gl

* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU

o

A Proven Record of

46 Washers
28 Dryers

993 S. Main

352-9099

t

Wood County's unemployment rate
is 2nd lowest in the state!
Stevens worked hard with 23 firms
to create 1103 new jobs in
Wood County.

Free
Diamond
with a
Herff Jones
Settin'

%

Large Capacity Machines
Drop-off Service Available

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

Leadership
Hard Work
Results

qfe*

.

UniGrcphics
^^^^^^^^^■^^■^^■■■■■^■B m Umv«r*«v Graphic flrti Scrvicai

Serving your total graphic design and ti/pesatting n—ds.
• Resumes
• Graphic Design Consultation
e Posters, Fliers. Newsletters, Brochures
• Black 8 White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives

A Strong Record of Positive Action

• Word Processing Disks converted for typeset-quality output

RE-ELECT

e LaserWriter output from Macintosh"" disks

STEVENS
COMMISSIONER
Commit!* to H.-E1.C1 Sl.v.n. Comml«lon.r
Kim Wright T*~rjr: 1M» D-W «"•
North BoTtiraor», Ohio 43872

Political
Adviwm«nl

9

HfffFF/ONES

NO GIMMICKS. HASSILS OR COUPONS JUST
GREAT SAVINGS
Save up to »75 on your B.G.S.U. Ring or take
The Free Four point diamond.
November 3rd and 4th. Bee Gee
Bookstore 1424 E. Woo»ter 10am - 3pm.

GREATEST SAVINGS EVER!

• PC / Macintosh™ file conversion
e Full Typesetting Services

Coll us for further Informothn

211 West Hall

372-7418
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Bahr downplays successful season

BG booters
play CSU
by Mark Hontebrinker
assistant sports editor

The Bowling Green soccer team is not only saving
face down the stretch of
the 1988 soccer season,
they're gaining respect.
A week ago the Falcons
were 5-1Q and heading the
wrong way, having lost i
three straight games on
toe road. Heading in today's 7:30 p.m. dash at
Cleveland State, BG is
looking tor their third-straight victory after a
pair of 1-0 home victories
against Michigan State
and Marqoette. A win
would also give the Falcons they're first road victory of the year.
Last season the Falcons
defeated the Vikings In a
1-0 overtime nailbiter at
Mickey Cochrane FtoW.
CSU holds an 11-4 edge in
the overall series.
This season the Vikings
are 104-3 and coming off a
3-1 loss to
Textile last Sunday.'
re ted in scoring by forward Paul Clark, an AllMideast selection of a year
ago. Clark has collected 23
points on eight goals and
seven assists.
Goalkeeper Blake New
has collected seven shutouts on the year and possesses a 1.10 goals against
average.
The Falcons are led by
forward Mike Antlcoli,
who scored his sixth goal of
the season in Sunday's t-0
victory over Mtl. Following Antlcoli in scoring is
Kyle Rover with one goal
and eight assists for 10
points.
Goalkeeper Mickey
Loescher collected his
fourth shutout of the year
against MU. and his second whitewashing In as
many games.

BEREA, (AP)
- Matt
Bahr cringes a little when you
mention his hot streak. That's a
concept he'd rather eliminate
from his world. *
"If you looked at my stats
over the years, I'm just striving
to be consistent, and not
streaky," the Cleveland
Browns placekicker says. "I
don't look to have streaks. I try
not to have bad streaks. I just
tryto be consistent."
The 32-year-old Bahr has
made 18 of 21 field-goal attempts
this year, and two of the three
misses were blocks that clearly
resulted from breakdowns in the
Browns' protection. The only
failure that can be blamed
directly on Bahr was a 39-yarder
that was narrowly wide to the
left in a 19-3 victory over Philadelphia three weeks ago.
Since joining the Browns in a

trade with San Francisco in
1981. Bahr has indeed been remarkably consistent, suffering
through only two bad slumps
—two for eight at the start of
1982 and 12 for 20 at the start of
1984. He rebounded to finish
strong in each of those years.
"One of the nice things about
being a kicker is you never look
to the past," Bahr said. "It
doesn't help you on the next
kick. So whether you've made
the last field goal or missed the
last field goal, it isn't going to
help you at all on the next one.
That's all the Browns are worried about, too—the next one."
Bahr's longest successful kick
this year was a 47-yarder
r'nst the New York Jets. He
made a 46-yard kick two
weeks ago at Phoenix.
Those answered any lingering
questions about the strength of

his right leg in the aftermath of
a serious knee injury he suffered
in 1986. The injury occurred as
he made a tackle on a kickoff
against Pittsburgh, and it sidelined him for more than a year.
Despite that, Bahr continues
to throw himself into the middle
of the Browns' coverage after he
kicks off. He's currently sporting a cleat mark on his right
thigh, a reminder of a tackle tie
made in Sunday's 23-16 victory
aver Cincinnati.
"That's just a reaction. You
see something happening there,
and at that point you re just
reacting," Bahr said.
Bahr began the year strictly
as a field-goal kicker, with punter Lee Johnson handling kickoffs because he could get them
deeper than Bahr could. Johnson's erratic punting, however,
cost him his job after three

games, and Bahr resumed kicking off while Max Runager was
hired as punter.
Bahr still Isn't satisfied that
he's getting his kickoffs deep
enough.
"I'm trying to," he said. "It's
a matter of not trying to kill the
ball. You have to go out there
and take a good swing at it and
don't overawing."
Much credit for his successful
placekicking this year, Bahr
says, must go to his supporting
cast: Runager, who holds the
ball on field goals, and kick
snapper Frank Winters.
"I think those are the most
difficult two jobs, snapping the
ball accurately and the hold,
with the kick being the least important," Bahr said.
Runager became the holder
after quarterback Mike Paeel
suffered a separated shoulder

making a tackle on a blocked
field goal Oct. 9. Pagel had become the holder after Johnson
was cut.
"I've had three holders this
year, and you've really got to
give a lot of credit to Max Runager coming in there cold,"
Bahr said, 'lie comes in to be
the punter and all of a sudden
because Mike Pagel gets hurt,
Max has to come in and hold. I've been fortunate."
A lesson Bahr learned at Penn
State still drives him today, he
said.
"Each time you go out to practice, you have to feel like you've
got to get better," he said. "Like
(Penn State coach) Joe Paterno
always said, you're either getting better or you're getting
worse."

Sabo named N.L. Rookie of the Year
NEW YORK (AP) — Third
baseman Chris Sabo, who batted
.271, hit 11 homers and drove in
44 runs for the Cincinnati Reds,
was named the Jackie Robinson
National League Rookie of the
Year Tuesday by the Baseball
Writers Association of America.
Sabo received 79 points and 11
first-place votes from a panel of
24 writers, two from each NL
city. First baseman Mark Grace
of the Chicago Cubs was second
with 61 points and right-hander
Tim Belcher of the Los Angeles

Dodgers was third with 35.
Ron Gant of the Atlanta
Braves had 22 points and
Roberto Alomar of the San
Diego Padres had 11. Damon
Berryhill of the Cubs and Gregg
Jefferies of the New York Mets
were tied with three points each
and Ricky Jordan of the Philadelphia Phillies had two.
"I'd rather play for wins than
personal awards and all that
stuff," Sabo said during the
season. But the Reds finished
second in the NL West for the

fourth consecutive year.
Sabo stole 46 bases, tied for
fourth in the league and the most
for a Reds rookie since Bob Descher's54inl909.
Sabo hit 40 doubles, third In
the NL behind Andres Galarraga's 42 and Rafael Palmeiro's
40. Sabo was the only rookie to
play in the All-Star Game and
did it before the hometown
crowd in Riverfront Stadium.
But his performance dropped in
the second half of the season.
"He reminds me of myself.

But I couldn't run as fast," said
Reds manager Pete Rose, the
1983 NL Rookie of the Year. "I've seen a lot of good rookies, but
I haven't seen anybody better
than he is."
Many likened Sabo's hard
play and enthusiasm to Rose's.
''You're going to play baseball
(only) so many years." Sabo
said. "Why not play hard?"
Cincinnati was going to use
him as a backup uifieider but
when veteran third baseman
Buddy Bell got hurt at the end of

Kansas faces strict probation
MISSION, Kan. (AP) - The
University of Kansas, seven
months after winning the
national basketball championship, has been told it cannot defend its title next season as part
of a three-year probation in
which the NCAA stopped barely
short of the "death penalty."
In addition, the Jayhawks will
be allowed to give no paid recruiting visits during 1989 and
will be stripped of one scholarship during that period.
News reports have linked
former Memphis State guard
Vincent Askew to the probe. The

19*7 Dodge Shadow

The report by the Infractions
Committee said the investigation was begun by telephone call from a ''confidential
informant" dealing with the recruitment of a "highly visible
transfer student-athlete."

"The committee believes,
however, that the following
unique circumstances were present in this case: the violations,
while serious and calculated to
obtain a recruiting advantage."

198J Ford Escort
4 dr., 4 spd.,
M7S0

The NCAA noted the Kansas
football program received a

IMS Dodge Aries
4 dr., air, auto
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402 University Hall

See Vou There!

FISCHER ON JOBS
WILLIAM FISCHER believes that good jobs axe the heartbeat of a
community. He wants us to get more good jobs, where Wood Countians can
use their skills for a decent wage. But wages aren't the only issue. As State
Representative, Fischer would work for the best health care benefits
available, and safe working conditions for all Ohioans.

Formula for Economic Success
Good Waees+Good Benefits+Safe Conditions=Economic Prosperity

!

4 dr., well equipped
S799S

k . woodland mal

cinema.

354 -0558
GORILLAS IN
THEMISTPG-13
EVENINGS 6 45 9:15

HALLOWEEN 4
EVENINGS 7 05 9 45

COCKTAIL
EVENINGS 7:00 9:35

19BS BuKfc Century LTD
4 dr., air. stereo, auto
$•995

143 W. Wooster
353-3281
6 Beds
Air Conditioned

1983 Chevy % ton Pickup
Cap, air auto,
pwr. windows & locks
SM9S

PUMPKIN HEAD 9
EVENINGS 7 15 9.30

PUNCHLINE
EVENINGS 6:50 9:20

TAYLOR
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Are you:
Staying in your hall? A place has been automatically reserved
for you.
Moving to another hall? Complete a request form in the office of
On-Campus Housing between November 1-21.
Need to cancel your contract? Are you graduating, student
teaching, withdrawing, or going on an internship? If so,
then stop by the Office of On-Campus Housing by
November 10 to cancel your reservation. If not, then your
housing contract is binding for the full year!!!!!!!
ROOM AND MEAL PLANS WILL BE MAILED TO YOU, AND THE
PAYMENTS ARE DUE NOVEMBER 15.

Always on
Target
For Wood

ELECT
ALBERT W.

19S5 Pontlac 6000 LE

HAIR UNLIMITED

■ Since I960-

"I've just got to go out there
and try to do the best I can until
he's healthy," Sabo said. He did
it so well, Bell never got his Job
back.

SS99S

THE
TANNING
CENTER

248 N. Main
354-1559
7 Beds
Open Daily til 10 p.m.

Necessary

Today! Wednesday, November 2nd
6:00 - 8:00p.m.

MM

THE WASH HOUSE

Actors
Musicians
Directors, etc.

Experience

air, auto

2 Locations

Open auditions for scenes from Original Plausl I
Plauwritlng class (Theater 443/679)

spring training, Sabo took over.

ni, :

"major" penalty in November
1963 and that this major basketball violation within a five-year
period made the Jayhawks subject to having their program
shut down.

Auditions • Auditions • Auditions * Auditions

Wanted:

Taylor Olds-Cadillac
ng BGSU with

NCAA announcement identified
no one. Askew was recruited by
KU and spent one summer on
campus but then returned to
Memphis without ever playing
for the Jayhawks.

Today!
No

Novtmlxr 2,19M

SMITH

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL THE OFFICE OF ONCAMPUS HOUSING, 440 STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING
372-2011

■D-

Political AoverMement Paid lor by Smith tor Coroner Comm., R Nawlova. Treas 336 S Main-B G O

-CORONER

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
' Ad Club'
The Blggesi* Best Meeting ot the Veer
The Chapter ol the Ynr KM! the
Agency ol the Yesr
Ken Fill, account supervisor from Leo Burnett
Wednesday Nov 2 7 30 PM
Asssmbty Room at McFM Center
it you mass one mooting all year.

make this onoll
DUKAKIS and BENTSEN 81
DUKAKIS and BENTSEN M
The BOSU CAMPUS DEMOCRATS will have
their weekly mooting.
TONK3HT
Wodnoaday. Nov 2,1IM
BOO PM 1007 BA Addition
Attention Accounting Club Members
The Acounting Club la having a Happy HoursPizza Party at Campus Pofyeyes on Friday.
Nov 4 Irom 5 30-8 30 PM Free lor all Mem-

• lONtwi November 2, ltM

•••ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM'"
STUDENTS
Aesoclatlonlor Computing Machinery is
having a meeting tonight. Wed., Nov. 2nd In
Room 200 Moseley It Dogma at »:00 PM Wo
wl bo creeling a voeeybaJI team and scheduiwj HAPPV HOURSIII Your idoaa are welcome Pleeae. come
•"ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM""
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS, OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRA
DUATtNG OR LEAVING B O S.U AT THE END
OF FALL SEMESTER. tg88. SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT
INTERVIEW
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
COME TO THE O SEA WORKSHOP
"A VOYAGE TO NEW HORIZONS
NOV 5 (SAT | 10:00 AM - 4:16 PM
VARIETY OF SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONAL TOPICS
REGISTRATION FROM OCT 3 OCT 24
SEA YOU THERE

O.S.E.A

OS FA

WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOP!
NOV.S10A»V4:30PM
BUSINESS ANNEX
WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOPI

KM CLUB
information Meeting Tontte
Guest speaker Expert from viking Ski Shop
talking about ski equipment and apparel Also
into on anowehoea. W.V. weekend ol Fob
24-28. sign upe begin now UaMOes must be
signed and dratrlbutmg rattle tickets'! Surprise
rattle (must be present to win) New Members
Welcome 070 Overmen Han. 7 30 PM
The Great PacltletB Panel Discussion originally
scheduled lor thia week has been postponed
until next semester
Tune m lo Bowling Greens SPORTS Leader
LIVE CCHA HOCKEY FRIA SAT AT 7:25
BOWLING GREEN VS MICHIGAN
FRI « SAT AT 7:28 ON 88.1 FM WBOU

bin

LOST* FOUND

THE WORLD
ISA
RUG!

ond Sola Shoo Ropoir
519 E. Pearl St. BG
353-0199

FOUND Calculator-Jerome Library
Cat to Identity 353-4 789
FOUND Gold, pierced earrings in commuter lot
1 last Wed morning 10-5-88 Cal 353-5435
to claim.

Come See Tom Murray, Democratic Candidate tor US Congress. Sth Dl air let
He wet be discussing "The Economic Issues ol
the 1990s' This will Do sponsored by Beta
Alpha Psi and the Accounting Club but is open
to anyone The presentation win take piece on
Wednesday. Nov 2 at 7.30 PM in the Community Suite ol the University Union

Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Canter lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 265-7789
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. U P S

AZ OAT A CENTER 3 52-5042
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
WILL BABYSIT MORNINGS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL CARLA 353-1882
EXPERIENCED-REFERENCES AVAILABLE

PERSONALS

FOUND One red earring by Jerome Library.
Cal Use 354-9807 Cal alter 3:00 PM
Lost Thursday 10-28 afternoon Light blue cotIon scarf approx. 3 It. square Please call Bar
bnra 353-5932

MANKIND ON THE BRINK
A slanting Multi-Media presentation relating
end-times Bible Prophecy to current events
WED NOV 2 7 30 PM GRAND BALLROOM
THURS NOV 3 7 30 PM WEST HALL AUDITORIUM
•FREE ADMISSION"

Or it seems that way with Red Wing
cushion urethane wedge soles putting
spring in your step" Herts Red Wing
lit specially
EE
A»
0
B
for working
women
Ml 5-11.12 M-n 6-tO

HMI

8.0. Circle K
Exciting. Meaningful Times
with Fun Service Protects
And Building Now Friendships
Meet us at 106 BA
9:00 -Wed. Nov 2

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
• 15.00
UnrOrapMca
211 Weet Hall 372-7411

MONDAY RAO RADIO HITS THE AIRWAVES
TONIGHT WITH 30 MINUTES OF IRRELEVENT SATIRE. IT'S ALL LIVE TONIGHT AT 10
pm ON BOWLING GREEN'S ALTERNATIVE
66.1 FM WBOU.

LOST AMBER SO'S STYLE SUNGLASSES
PRESCRIPTION LENSES. CALL KIM AT
372-2497
Lost: Gold guys class ring from John Glenn
H S. Class ol 1988. Extreme sentimental value. It found please cal 372-4114

RIDES
- RMe Needed to Washington D C. or surrounding area anytime Irom Nov 10to13th Wllhelp
with gas $ Please eel 353-8427'

MONDAY RAO RADIO HITS THE AIRWAVES
TONIGHT WITH 90 MINUTES OF IRRELEVENT SATIRE. IT'S ALL LIVE TONIGHT AT 10
pm ON BOWLING GREEN'S ALTERNATIVE
96 I FM WBQU.

SERVICES OFFERED

Never Again
Meeting Tonight at 9:30
110BA

For al your typing needs
AZ Data Center

352-5042

DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV

SUNDANCE
TWO FOR ONE APPETIZERS
MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS AFTER »:00
PM

Voo'RE WOT
MA'AM. SOME
SAY "WAT M£'0 "DECfWE
HlSOvJW M0T«EK.CiVFki
Trie CMA«JCE.
WELL,

\J

"MsVM

P.ICHT.

ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC
Part Time Employment Available
IMMEDIATE PART TIME EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE: Our company is seeking part time
employeee to perform unekatod Ngrrl production
work. Flexible hours around class schedules
can be arranged. Plant location la only 2 blocks
from BOSU campus. The rate ol wage Is $3.35
per hour If mtereated cal the company office at
354-2844 or pick up application at Advanced
Specialty Products, Inc.. 428 Ctough Street,
Bowtng Green OH 43402

OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX
Congratulations lo Kurt Zawacki and
Scott Baslnger lor gong actJvel
We Love You'
Love, your petsMM, Marsha. Diane. Laura. Jenny. Mary and
Amy
OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX

BG Computer Company seeks mature undergrsd or graduate tor selee poalhon Computer
knowledge a pax It you want to make a quick
$50 bucks don't cM Mike at 364-2110

SAM B'S SPECIALS
- SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER $5 95
'HALF PRICE ON MIXE0 DRINKS S
APPETIZERS 3-8 PM DALY
-FRESH. HOMEMADE SOUP. SALAD.
ROLL AND BUTTER $2 95
• APPETIZERS HALF-PRICE 9-10 PM
Downtown BG at MSN Main

SKI CLUB
Inlonrxttton Meeting Tontte
070 Overman 7:30 PM

Get Your Foot In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the interviews
Don't take chances on leas-WE DO IT RIGHT'
Klnko's 364-3977.

PHI TAU FOOTBALL
THE PONY EXPRESS. RUNNIN
AND STUNNIN ACTION AT ITS BEST
PHI TAU PRIDE NO. 1

Ski Ya Travel
•••RUSH GROUP NO 10*"
MeetmAnderaonLobbylor»gntat5 00
We cant wart to see al ot you
Love.GmaAKety
•AOTT-AOTT-AOTV
THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA NU WOULD LIKE
TO WELCOME ALPHA OMtCRON PI
TOBGSU
•AOTT'AOTT-AOTT-

STUDENT ACTIVISM:
Past, Present, Future.
Mr. Alan Centora, Speaker.
Hoar ll from the source-

•SIGMA NU-SIGMA NU'
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
TOPIC: WHAT TOOK SO LONG?
QUOTE FIND SOMETHING YOU UKE
WHERE IS: SHEI
MEETING 10:00 AT MARK'S
•SI0MANU- SIGMA NU-

Atl THAT JAZZ
ALL THAT JAZZ
Alpha XI Deru Pledges
You're doing a super fob.
Keep it upt
Love, the Actives

Sweatpants. Crews-Hoods
40% oft selected styles t colors
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge

TODAY
• -AUDITIONS' AUDITIONS "AU
DmONS"Open auditions tor scenes from
ORIGINAL PLAYS!!
Pteywritlng class (Theetre 443-679)
WANTED ACTORS.
MUSICIANS.
DIRECTORS, etc.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYIM
TODAY! TOOAYI
Wednesday. NOVEMBER 2nd
800-8:00 PM
402 UNIVERSITY HALL
SEE YOU THERE!

Any non-Greeks intersted in participating in the
Gemma Phi Bete-FUl armwresUng philanthropy Sign up In the Union loyer October
31 -November 2 from 11 AM-3 PM
BEST OF LUCK TO PHI TAU HOCKEY IN THE
PLAYOFFSI
1RATHAUS
Thursday night■ Legal Joints Ji Oil
All night long.

and 93Q
Present

LIVE
TONIGHT!

■RATHAIM
Tonight and every Wednesdsy night
Kamikazes J1.00 all night long.

Congratulation! Preview Day
Tour Guide s!
You did a fantastic |ob lor the
1.039 visitors who took tours.
A btg Thank You to both regular and
volunteer Guides We couldn't have
done it without you1

WANTED

1 male rmte to take over sublease agreement
untilMoyi5 22BS College apt M Please CM
353-4868 lor more mlo.

Hope we'l see you again!

1 non-smoking femele roommate to share Ig
specious apt. tor spring semester S720 per
semester CM 363-8915 after 5 PM

Do you want to get ewey? Do you want to escape from BG and get credit lor It? Learn how
you can attend one ol over 80 U S coeeges
end have an experience ot a lifetime with no
out-of-atate tees National Student Exchange
kilo. oSMlona w* be held this week in the
Center lor Academic Options. 231 Admin
BUg Schedule Nov 1 at I 30: Nov 2nd at
3 30 Nov 3rd at 2.30 CAP 372-8202

13 people needed to sublease sol dose to
campus For Spring Semester May Rent
FREE Cal 353-8319

Frank's Place presents the Buskers. Nov. 4

Female roommate needed lo sublease for
spring semester East Merry apt. $590 for
semester plus gas 8 electric CM Cathy al
352 9338

GAMMA PHI BETA GAMMA PHI BETA
USA M.MORRIS
Roses sre red. violets are baje
There could never be a OKJ
Aa awesome ea you1
lm so psyched that
We're together at teat
To conquer the future
And make It OUR peat
I LOVE MY BIG'
Love.UKImberry
GAMMA PHI BETA GAMMA PHI BETA

Hey. batter, better. SWrNGU
We're rounding third, towards home tor a fantastic Alpha Delta Pi Sc-troM Tournament! BAT
TERUPi
Hosprtalrty Management Society Meeting
Wednesday November 2
8.00PM110BA
Speakers Irom Cedar Point and Sylvan Resorts

Tickets on sale at the Union Information Desk 01am - 4pm)
and at the Anderson Arena Box Office beginning at 6:30pm
$12.00 - lOSU Students'
$W.OO - General Public
• Students may charge their tickets to their BOSU Bursar Account

YabbeDebbaOoo
Will you be one ol the lew
To attend Bedrock Bash?
KKO November 5.1988

PS Preview Day No 2 is December 3rd
Meetings are November 30 (4 30-6:30)
December 1 (5 00-7 00)

Help the Alpha Deru Pi's help the
RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE Support your
fsvortts DIAMOND KING and QUEEN at the Ed
ucatton brdrj.

8pm
Anderson Arena
Qood Seats Still Available!

WENDY.
CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING A
MEMBER OF AOTT I'M BEHIND YOU 100S
LOVE YA,
PETE

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER $112 SO A
MO 353 2400

OAMMA PHI GAMMA PM
KknFarnatrom
UsaM Morris
Klmberry Roessler
THE BEST FAMILY EVER!
OAMMA PHI GAMMA PHI

UB40

UB40
with the Screaming Tribesmen
Wednesday. November 2
Anderson Arena
Plenty ol Good Seats SM Available

The Office ol Admissions

From fryers and lorms to newsletters end tetter*
heed, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper! See us tor M your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Kinko a 364-3977

HSA PRESENTS ALAN CANFORA
Speaker on Student Acttvtem
Wednesdsy. November 9. at 8:30 PM
Room 121 WeetHM
Free AdmieeloWH
Its ook) It's windy It's 5 btocka lo Downtown
BG It's 2 bracks to BO'S Newest nightspot. The
Choice la Logical Frank a Piece.
KENT ST VS BCrWUNQ GREEN
UVE trom KENT tor MAC footbM action
12:30 rxegeme Kresetf at 1:00 only on
BO'S SPORTS LEADERS*. 1 FM WBOU
KKO
t*
KKO

5.18

EARN $35 CO FOR 4 HOURS
OF WORK
CALL PAUL AT 364-0267
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men! Women)
The Toledo Electrics. Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee w* be accepting apptca
none lor apprenticeship iromNovember 7,1088
through teevombsr II, 1MI. Application!
tea be available at the Apprenticeship Training Center, 801 Lime City Road, Roeetord,
Ohio (behind Local I) Irom 1:00 p.m. to 1:00
p.m., Monday through Friday. II you are at
least 18 years ot ege. have succsssfuly completed one year ol high school algebra or a post
high school algebra course, have a lugh school
(Jaxorna or OEO and are In good health, you
qualify to apply tor sard Program. YOU MUST
APPLY IN PERSON. Recruitment, selection.
employment and training ot apprentices is done
without dkicrtrrirriatlon due to race, religion.
color, national origin or sex

PHI TAU FOOTBALL
THE STUN DEFENSE
FELL THE STIN0
REDRUM

SPRINGBREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE
50 FT YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 *435 PP 7 DAYS
1 -800-999-7245 ANYTIME
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP J CRUISE FREE

ALL THAT JAZZ

ALOIIE

My little brother Men
Once again you said "OH. DRATI"
You thought OU would be a bksst
but your tun did end a Ittta too taat
You went |uat one step loo tar
and slept unexpectedry In THAT CARI
The handcutte left your wrists al red
The |e» eel. it was your bed
Next time keep "HELL" m BG. matter
Love, who else, but your wonderful BIG SISTER

A good time
9AM-1 AM

Come to Frank's Place. Fridays.

A white van to be used in s student flan. Must
be In good ccndRton. Possible payment CM
2-5693

to lubHsn apt for spring earn. 2
bdrm -2 bath, specious Please call 352-3161
after 5 00-leave message. wSl return cM
NEED ONE BDRM APT NOW-DEC
WILL SUBLEASE

363-5709
One male roommate tor spring semester 816
Eighth SI CM 353-3639. Steve
Wanted One lemsle roommate needed to sublease lor Spring---Closs to Csmpus.
363-4079
Wanted Re-male roommate to ahere big house
AvaMbie Nov 5, $125 a mo Pay hM of uttatles. CM 352-4962 trom 7:30 - 3:00 or
363-6854 after 3:00

HELP WANTED

Local company needa part-time Marketing
Reeeerch or Statistics major tor Spring and
Summer 1(89. Call Coop Office at 372-2461
or atop by rm 238 Admin.
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr. round,
Europe, S. Amer . Auatraaa. Asia. M lleide
$900-2000 a mo Sightseeing, free Into Write
UC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronedo Del Mar. CA
92625

FOR SALE
•82 Pontlec Grand Prix
White with red Interior. Nice! Greet first car.
$3000. CM Randy Days 242-9170. Eves
866-1231
88 Camero IROC Z28. 21.000 Mies
Mlnt.cond Loaded $11,999
362-9494 after 6 00 PM
1978 TOYOTA COROLLA, NEW ALTERNA
TOR. REGULATOR, NEW EXHAUST. 49.800
Ml RUNS QOOD. $450 OR REASONABLE
OFFER 353 2989
1879 HORIZON
Like new tires, exhaust snd brakes
Good body but rune rough
Asking $450 or beat offer
Phone 267-2048
3 coupon booka lor sale
$70 each
CM Jeff at 354-0879
AJ-Terram bike, hardly used

$300
CM 353-4039
BIG SAVINGS
FULL SIZED BED, DESK. GUITAR
ELEC BUSCH SIGN. STEREO RACK
SYSTEM WITH REMOTE. TAPE DECK
WITH ROMOTE CALL 362-6382
Coupon Booka tor Sale
$70
CM 372-6878
Ask lor Jen
COUPON BOOK
$70 lor best otter)
CM Kerry st 372-4058
For Sale.
1976 Sappero 60.000 mass
$400 or beat offer 364-1221
KENWOOD LOUDSPEAKERS: 3-WAY. 120
WATTS EXCELLENT CONDITION
$165
GREQ 354 4425
MAKE YOUR OWN DEAL
ON GUITARS. AMPS AND KEYBOARDS AT
MELODEE MUSIC FROM NOVEMBER 1st
THRU 10th NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED
ONE SET OF ACOUSTIC MONITOR dbrv
STEREO SPEAKERS, STILL IN BOX MlDRANGE a TWEETER CONTROLS 12 N.
POLYPROPYLENE WOOFER. LIQUID
COOLED 250w OUTPUT. LISTS FOR $1400.
WILL SELL FOR $560 OR BEST OFFER-SCOTT 363-4371
Pledge Paddtos For Sale
Stained 8 rxxiiptete with a leather hanging
strap Price rangers $8$ 13 If Interested. CM
Jeff at 353-7635

FOR RENT
1 or 2 lemele roommetea needed to sublease 2
bedroom spacious apt spring semester Furnished not far from campus (Palmer and S Entetprtss) CM 353-3966 after 8:30 PM
2 lemale roommates needed to share apt very
dose to carnpus (Thurstjn 8 Rtogel Jan. ■ May.
CM 353-7830
2 frtende-kjvers needed to sublet nice apt.
above. Main 8125 each plus utl and gas.
Greet location! CM 353-4758 early mornings
oratterBPM
706 Second SI Apt A
2 bdrm turn. apt. avaasble immedWtery
CM John NewBve Reel Estste
364-2260
Avail 2nd semester Specious 2 bdrm apt
$390 mo includes utl except elec 525 1-2
RMge St. CM 3S3-6257
•

Graphic Design 8 VCT rhetors
StuJentPuWcationsienow
Interviewing for Production Assistants
lor Spring 1989 Apply at Student
Emptoyment. 480 Student Services Btog

ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING tor the summer of 1889'
Need a summer tob? Don't watt H the tost
minute! Our campground Yog) Bear's Jerrystone Camp Resort, la kxxung lor 2 creative,
outgoing persons to coordinate 8 direct scthri.
nee for a family camping resort Location Aurora. OH 6 mas* from Sea Work) of Onto and
Oeouga Lake Park Experience preferred but
not a must Living tacVtlee provided If rrrter
eated send resume to Jeeyetone Camp Resort. 3392 S R 82. Mantua. OH 44266

LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer |ob aned up now! Heed Lifeguard rets baaed on experience Ufeguarde M
shins $4 per hr If interested, contact JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT, 3392 8.R. 82.
Mantua. OH 44255 (near Sea World of Ohio)

December Graduate needs 1 femele roommate lo sublease apt Jen through May.
Cfoee to cempus (2nd snd High). Call
354-4722 before 11PM

NORTHWEST OHIO
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

BUSINESS

HAii
FAME

